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Sustainable = more Electric?

• Implicit technology shift: how fast?

• Why we question gCO2 per kWh for France?

Source: cdc climat from IEA 2013



Asking it for the future mix

• Sparked a heated debate in the past (ADEME 2007)
• Pressure on nuclear
• Triggered here by a demand for LCA assessments

…



Combining demand projection 
tools with TIMES

• What usages and future demand?

• What evolution of the supply mix?

• What happens within a typical day?

TIMES

Easy
Load

EV_CAP



A prospective of the electricity 
demand

• Easy-load

– Bottom-up reconstruction of hourly electricity 

demand per end-uses in the residential sector

– Projection of ownership and performances up to 

2050

– Integrating new usages: here electric vehicles

• To construct dynamic transition paths in the 
demand for electricity.



A prospective of the electricity 
demand

• Easy-load

• Monthly and daily normalized load profiles for 
individual appliances

Group Usage Basic source Energy (kWh/y)

Water-heating Water heater IRISE 1598

ICT Desktop REMODECE 267

Laptop REMODECE 65

Modem WIFI REMODECE 72

TV TV IRISE 150

Cold appliances Refrigerator IRISE 253

Freezer IRISE 556

Lighting Lighting LIGHTING 323

Washing Dish-washer IRISE 300

Washing-machine IRISE 250

Dryer IRISE 347

Electric car BEV EV STEP 1000



A prospective of the electricity 
demand

• Easy-load

• Combining population projection, equipment rates 
and load profiles. 



A prospective of the electricity 
demand

• The case of electric cars

• One new end-use characterized using a discrete fleet 
charging optimization model from EV-STEP project

• With and without V2G

Example of 15mn V2G load profile



A prospective of the electricity 
demand

• Demand scenarios

• 4 key dimensions explored 

Demography

Equipment ratesElectric cars

Appliances efficiency



A prospective of the electricity 
demand

• Summary of demand scenarios in the 
residential sector



A prospective of the electricity 
demand

• Adding a marginal noise (1TWh)

– 4 distributions were simulated: the noise induces small 

variations that can have an impact on the marginal plant



Looking into the supply mix

• The TIMES-FR-ELC model

– A time horizon of 2050 with 5 to 10 years steps

– In this study: 576 (24hxWeek-days/Week-

endsx12months) time slices

• To construct dynamic transition paths in 
order to explore potential changes in hourly 
CO2 impacts



Looking into the supply mix

• Improving the dynamic behavior

• Technically possible but to large when 
compared to observed operation



Looking into the supply mix

• With ramp up and ramp down limits

• Critical to get a good dynamic behavior 
without imposing everything

Nuclear



Looking into the supply mix

• Ramp up and down limits

• Satisfactory behavior

Wind

Solar
Hydro

Coal



Producing electricity in 2050

• Preliminary results scenario C



Estimating 2050 CO2 impact

• Scenario C: up to 300 gCO2/kWh 

– With a large seasonal variation: >200gCO2/kWh

– And a time dependent standard deviation: 20 to 
50gCO2/kWh



Producing electricity in 2050

• Preliminary results scenario C: CO2 tax

• The proposed carbon value in France (30€/tCO2 to 100€/tCO2 
and 240€/tCO2) could lead to CO2 free electricity sometimes

• Not only a load following challenge



Estimating 2050 CO2 impact

• Scenario C with carbon tax:  negative gCO2/kWh!

– Some biomass with CCS in base load

– And a time dependent standard deviation that 
remains below 5g CO2/kWh



Some dynamic issues that 
deserve more attention

• External trade

• Controlled only through the net balance ramp up

• Small shift with the marginal noise



Some dynamic issues that 
deserve more attention

• Hydropower

• The trade-off “very fast shift” in hydro dam vs storage Small shift 
with the marginal noise

Circled in red: possible dynamic operation that is not the main practice today



Conclusion

• The issue of hourly impact of electricity generation requires more
accurate descriptions of plants’ dynamics and their interactions. It was
motivated here by the perspective of consequential LCA of buildings
but it is also relevant to estimate the gain of DSM options

• We addressed it by articulating bottom-up tools for the analysis of the
future electric demand (change in volume and structure) with a
detailed TIMES model of the electricity supply

• Key findings discussed:
– High seasonal and hourly dependency of the calculated hourly CO2 impact

– At such low time granularity the marginal noise approach is useful to give a range
of the unknown

– Scenarios with or without a tax (up to the current average EU emission factor or
lower emission factors) show the need of prospective tools such as TIMES.

• Some questions highlighted:
– Closer look at the dynamics of hydropower and trade

– Beyond load following



Thank you!


